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"Wow. A great story with lots of twists! I was literally spellbound.""I love J. M. Klaire's stories. They

are hot, sexy, sexy stories of finding your true mate."Get every story in the Alpha Hunted series, all

in one huge bundle collection of shifter goodness!BEFORE THE HUNT: PREQUELWhen a wolf

shifter with commitment issues teams up with a runaway bride to find her a new groom- the claws

come out and the fur flies!Meet Sandra, a runaway bride looking to provide for her widowed mother,

and Naythan, a wolf shifter determined never to settle down.This prequel to the Alpha Hunted series

takes place about nine months before Alpha Hunted: Keelyn & Bane.ALPHA HUNTED: KEELYN &

BANEFateâ€™s dark design brings them together... in a mating neither is ready for.Five years after

witnessing her father's death, Keelyn has become what she never wanted to be: a were-hunter.

Surprisingly good at the career she'd had thrust upon her that fateful day, she heads to the yearly

gathering to pay her farm's rent with money earned from hunting werewolf hearts and pelts.Bane

and his wolf pack are also headed to the yearly gathering when Bane, the pack's Alpha, finally

scents the female his wolf says is to be their forever mate. There's only one problem- she also

scents of death and wet wolf hide.When Bane follows Keelyn into the woods, neither are prepared

for the passion, or the truths, they're each about to face.Can they survive the revelations that lie

ahead? Or has fate doomed them to an impossible love? ALPHA HUNTED 2: BELLA &

MACFeeling desperate and alone, pregnant with a baby left behind during a rape, the last thing

Bella needs is for her were-hunter sister to bring strange men home.Mac, a bear shifter traveling

with his adopted wolf pack, scents pregnant Bella as his mate. Mac's first instinct is to provide for

and protect Bella, but Bella's first instinct is to aim a shovel at his head.Secrets and shifters being

welcomed into a house of were-hunters, who each hold secrets of their own. What could possibly go

wrong? ALPHA HUNTED 3: IVY, DAVID & RYKERWhen two wolf-pack enforcers show up right in

the middle of some serious family drama, Ivy is almost too busy with her own personal crisis to

notice how hot the tattooed bad boys are.With secrets being revealed left and right, her family being

hunted, and her own hidden identity a key to the whole thing, the last thing she needs is two lone

wolves claiming that she, and only she, can complete their triad and become their mate.Not sure

she even believes in fated mates, and needing to keep her family together while getting to the

bottom of a mystery three generations in the making, she tells the men no.And no isn't a word they

are used to hearing.ALPHA HUNTED 4: ENID & THE KINGEnid raised her three young daughters

to hate, and hunt, shifters.So, of course one mated a werewolf, the other a bear, and the third mated

not one but two of the rag-tag pack's wolf enforcers. When Enid finds herself entwined in the lives of

her girls, their mates, and their king, who just happens to be a sexy-as-sin dragon shifter, her first



thought is, "FML."When Drake, the sexy dragon king in question, asks for Enid's help to bring his

half-dragon half-lion daughter back from the dragon realm, he expects a minor custody issue, not a

fight for their very lives. Neither expected to fall in love. Will the magic of the Dragon's Realm bring

them together, or tear them apart? Will they even be able to get back?AN IMPAWSIBLE

CHRISTMAS: SEQUELMix four shifter weddings, a dragon coronation, a stranger fleeing for her life,

a found baby tripped over in the snowy woods, and an ultimatum- live or die- all together, and you

have one very interesting Christmas at the castle.
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This series of books runs the gamut from wolves, bears, and lions to dragons. Throw in a family of

where haters and you have quite the mix. I enjoyed all the stories and how they were all

interconnected. I was really able to get into the characters and liked them all. I had previously read

Keelyn and Bane which was probably my least favorite of the bunch but was glad I downloaded the

series so I could read the story that happened before it and the ones afterwards. All in all, an



entertaining read.

I am read these books as individual books and thoroughly enjoyed each one. I purchased the

complete sets so I could enjoy reading them altogether again. Each story can be read as a

standalone. I have other books by this author and can highly recommend her books.

I loved these stories. Reading about each one separately was Gr8. Keeylan & Bane, wow a wolf

hunter & wolf, who'dve thought. Bella & Mac, so sweet. Ivy with not one but two wolves, hot damn.

End & Drake, only proves you're never too old. 5 thumbs up

This book has been keeping up way past my bedtime for more than a week. The cast of characters

made me fall in love with them from the very first page. The stories within this series are well written

with often surprising relationships. Well worth your time if you like sizzling hot romantic shifter books

you will love these. Kudos to J.M.Klaire.

To be honest I didn't plan on buying the series since the cliffhanger of the sample was discomforting

for me. I don't how it when my finger clicked on the buy button but I'm glad it did. I love the series,

despite it confusing me at times. It's a mouthful to read which I'm not usually fond of yet it's perfect

for their setting and the characters. I couldn't pick a favorite couple as I've enjoyed all their love

stories, more so their adventure.

Read 1st 3 books before and definitely enjoyed adding these last 2 really adds to the enjoyment.

The series is about mind sets. How you know one thing think something else and then found out

what the truth is. Absolutely a wonderful set of books.

Loved every character and fell in love with each ones story. You touched on every possible emotion

in this series. Love love love.

Loved it...enjoyed the ser6.loved ready how echo character got their happy ever after. How they

worked together to be a happy fa9. Loved the adventure, thrills and drama mystery other it all. J.M.

Klaire did awesome wr9this story.
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